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Subway train simulator 2d pc

Become a metro operator and explore the city's entire metro system (89 unique stations on 21 lines) that contain more than 100 kilometres of underground, underground and underwater rail. Find out what it takes to be a metro operator and carry as many passengers as you can. Learn a real metro signalling system,
drive the train at an appropriate speed, stop carefully at the end of each station, take all passengers and go to the final station as soon as possible. There are a lot of things to do in the game. Earn coins by carrying fully animated passengers to unlock new subway lines and useful train upgrades, get huge rewards by
discovering new stations, change the look of any train to your liking, study the map of the city to get a better knowledge of the entire subway system, enjoy driving in the opposite direction , break your time records, or just enjoy realistic sounds you've never heard in a subway simulator. FEATURES: - Explore the giant
city with 89 unique stations on 21 lines - Driving through 3 types of railway (underground, land, submarine) - Improve the maximum speed, acceleration and brakes of your trains to progress faster - Improve your endurance to explore new areas and get closer to the final station - Learn the real signaling system of the
subway in a tutorial and simple - Visit a workshop to change the paint to your liking - Meet the trains going the opposite direction - Simple game controls (power button, brake button, door button) - Real train and ambient sounds There is no time to lose, driver! Get in the cab and enjoy driving in the Subway Train
Simulator 2D, the world's largest subway system you've ever seen in a single game! Minimum:OS: At least Windows 7Processor: At least Dual Core CPUMemory: 1GB RAMGraphics: At least 512MB of RAMStoring video: 120MB of available space What are the best train games on PC? There is something very attractive
about the prospect of building and operating your own railway network, whether it's the logistics of mapping and route routing, or the desire to rub shoulders with Vanderbilt and Stanford, some of the greatest railroad magnates in history. Running a railway company is a stressful but lucrative business that can make or
break even the best business minds - it's also a lot of fun. When it comes to train games on the PC, potential barons don't lack options. Railway management is a decades-old genre whose roots date back to the early 1980s, and its is rich in classics and modern masterpieces. Each of them is also not a vast, sprawling
and complex business management simulation. Of course, those that exist for those of us who want to flex their tycoon-y muscles, but sometimes it's nice to just sit down with a toy box of trains and let your imagination run wild. This list covers nine of the best train games available on PC. It ranges from hyper-realistic
sims to fast-play puzzles, so every rail engineer would be sure to something that suits their tastes. Here are the best train games on PC: Rail Nation If you want to mix your love for trains with strategy, then Rail Nation is less of a train simulation game, and more of a management game. It focuses on all the details,
economic solutions and power games that come with managing your own railway empire. It goes into train details, so there's a lot to admire in Rail Nation, and it's free. Starting small, you will work your way until you have a network of trains and stations, while strategically managing your workforce, profits, and allying with
neighboring railway companies. Railroad Tycoon II The first Railroad Tycoon game, released in 1990, is credited with founding the kind of rail management. The original idea of game design legend Sid Meier, Railroad Tycoon gave you the stovepipe hat of a burgeoning tycoon and made you responsible for managing the
key aspects of a growing rail empire in the early and mid-1800s. With a starting capital of $1 million, you build stations, track, set freight prices, buy new engines and expand your network. Full Steam Coming: Here are the best Western games on PC For as revolutionary as it was, there were some rough edges that were
largely sanded by its 1998 sequel. Railroad Tycoon II takes what was great about its predecessor and stretches out on it in every direction. For example, instead of a century, it covers the entire history of the railways, from its inception to the present day. There are many different scenarios, each with their own goals and
rewards, and you can buy and operate more than 50 different types of locomotive engines. Railroad Tycoon II has set the bar for the kind of train management and remains a benchmark for quality even today. If you prefer old games with grid views to 3D graphics then this is the railroad tycoon for you. Railroad Tycoon 3
In 2003, the Railroad Tycoon series entered the modern era. The third entry in the franchise saw a change to 3D graphics, dropping track construction based on the grid of previous games. It also increased the number of locomotives available to 60, the most in any Railroad Tycoon game. A complete full economic
overhaul completes the major changes, making it one of the best strategy games for train enthusiasts. Some changes in quality of life compared to its predecessor make Railroad Tycoon 3 an overall sweeter experience, too. Being able to adjust trains to automatically load the most profitable and in-demand freight
reduces the amount of microging you Do, and the overworld button, it's easy to see where in your network to deliver some goods for maximum profit. All in all, it's the most brilliant and polished Railroad Tycoon formula. TRAIN FEVER Train Fever looks over the rails and task players with establishing a transportation
empire. In addition to building train lines and stations, you will have to manage the transportation of goods from mines, forests, farms, and more. You will also need to build the city to ensure that cars containing these goods can reach your stations. It may be a bit like spinning plates, but players who can overcome the
steep learning curve fever train will find an extremely satisfying PC simulation game. Train Simulator Created in 2009, the Train Simulator series allows players to operate trains from within. If you don't like the wide and zoomed view of rail management games, then Train Simulator is the antidote. You will sit in the cab of
a locomotive, pulling levers and turning buttons in a first-person perspective. It is a deliberate and meticulous experience that departs greatly from railroad Tycoon's or Railway Empire's business management approach. Related: Discover the best simulation games on PC The Train Simulator community is active, and
developer Dovetail Games is constantly updating the game with new trains, routes and challenges. If you are looking for a change of perspective, envy yourself a crack engineer, or just want to drive trains, enter the cabin of Train Simulator. Mini Metro Don't let Mini Metro's minimalist aesthetic fool you. This is a
diabolically difficult network building puzzle that requires quick thinking and even faster reflexes. Stations are represented by simple nodes and your job is to help passengers reach their destination efficiently. The optimal construction of routes is the name of the game in Mini Metro, because your network will grow quite
quickly. Fortunately, you will gain improvements over time that will help you in this regard, such as tunnels or larger stations. Read more: Mini Metro has also made our list of relaxing games In many ways, Mini Metro is a bit like Train Valley. The distinct art style metro map and upgradable network, however, make this
game quite different that it's worth checking out even if you've played the latter. Train Valley 1 and 2 Not all train games on PC is a sim of in-depth and complicated management. Take Train Valley, for example. In this delicious puzzle, you have to direct trains of different types to assorted stations by laying the track on
the fly. Connect a train to the wrong station and you will lose points. Because each level is small and self-contained, Train Valley is ideal for shorter gaming sessions, and a ranking system offers an incentive to revisit past challenges. The first Train Valley is superb, but Train Valley 2 is changing the formula by adding
supply and demand to the mix. Different stations provide various goods that may be in demand elsewhere, so that the order in which you connect the stations suddenly becomes Important. Between juggling station requirements and taking on challenges on time, Train Valley 2 is a surprisingly challenging puzzle. If you're
in the mood for some puzzles about the train, you can't go wrong with Train Valley. Tracks - The Toy Train Set Game After calculating the number and micromanaging of heavy train sims, it can be nice to relax with something lighter and quieter. This is where the tracks - The toy toy Set Game comes in. Tracks is a
sandbox-style construction game with no real purpose other than building the most whimsical little town you can imagine using wooden toy trains and tracks. You know, like those from your childhood. It's this nostalgia that makes Tracks so captivating. This is the perfect place to make all the great drawings your young
me couldn't quite articulate through the toys. In equal parts charming and creative, Tracks is the perfect way to stretch this dormant feeling of childhood art. Railway Empire One of the newest sim trains/management games to hit the market, Railway Empire introduces a wide variety of changes to the formula established
by Railroad Tycoon all these years ago. The most important of these changes is the ability to search for more than 300 technologies via a technology tree inspired by 4X games, such as new locomotives, more efficient engines, station upgrades, and much more. Personnel management plays an important role in your
growing empire; you have to hire and pay everyone, from engineers to station managers. Railway Empire also gives players the ability to sabotage competition through the use of espionage, leading to sneaky tactics. It's relatively rare to see new train games in the classic tycoon style, and The additions of Railway
Empire to the formula are worth it. Metro Exodus As you can see in our review metro exodus PC, it's as much a train game as it is a horror of survival scare-'em-up. You will encounter many nuanced characters during your journey through nuclear war-ravaged Russia, but the most important character is the giant,
steaming metal that takes you through it: the Aurora. This locomotive will be your home throughout the third outing of the series, and you will extend it as more survivors join you in your quest to search for a more picturesque home than the sweltering belly of the subway. You can even drive an Aurora extension back to
your mobile base - you have to escape a massive mutant whale and a slew of Humanimals, but it's definitely worth it. Be prepared for the Aurora to change dramatically from the time you drive for the first time to the various purposes of Metro Exodus. The more you expand your motley band, the more home the Aurora
becomes. You can spend hours between monster-infested destinations by jamming on guitar, sharing meals and beers, and smoking with your father-in-law, Miller. As the outside world becomes increasingly upsetting—and sometimes full of murderous cannibals—the Aurora becomes comforting. Whenever Russia
receives too much, it is the Aurora that does not never get Artyom's arduous adventure back on track. Train board games on PC Train games have a long and historical history in the table kingdom. In fact, there is a whole kind of board game dedicated to building tracks and running trains. And fortunately, two of the best
are available on PC. Ticket to Ride Ticket to Ride is a modern classic in terms of the popularity of board games. Players need to connect via the routes. Each route is assigned a different color and you have to throw the corresponding maps of your hand to place the trains along that route. Building routes scores points,
as does having the longest chain of trains connected at the end of the game. It's a fast and simple board game that translates very well into PC. Steam: Rails to Riches Steam: Rails to Riches is a little more complicated, but no less entertaining. Here, the construction of routes is only part of the experience. Players must
also deliver goods of different colors to the corresponding cities, as well as manage a budget and participate in an auction for the rights of the first players. Steam: Rails to Riches is the kind of puzzle that board game fans on the subject of train thrive on, and the PC version is great, too. Related: Here are the best
management games on pc train games may lack the attention paid to other more flashy genres like the best RPGs and FPS games, but the choices players have are no less varied. Whether you're looking for a heavy business management sim, or just want to play in a toy box full of wooden trains, it's sure to be a train
game here that suits your tastes. So put on your conductor's hat, pull on the steam engine, and hit the tracks. Rails.
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